Business
Case Study
A tailor-made
strategy
for a successful
implementation
Regiondo, founded in 2011, is an
innovative player in German travel tech
and leisure tech.
Regiondo offers a booking solution for
travel and leisure professionals.

Discover their background!

The challenge
Connecting to different
local actors
For
The integration of a French
subsidiary

Regiondo, one of Europe's leading companies in terms of the
number of clients it serves, wanted to connect with the Côte
d'Azur ecosystem to take advantage of the talent the region
has to offer:

By relocating the original Paris office, create its first French
subsidiary despite the obstacles raised
Set up a sales team on the ground,
Contribute to the region's growth in the tourism sector.

Our strategy
Search for a real estate
solution adapted to the
structure
and
Link with local dynamics

Search for premises and present the labor market
Connecting with local and regional authorities,
During the COVID crisis: Informing about support
available to tourism actors and for digital
transformation.

The result
Setting up the pilot office
and
Successful integration into
the Côte d'Azur dynamic!

Creation of the pilot office and installation of the structure,
Integration of Régiondo into a highly developed tourism economy,
Federation with the Côte d'Azur ecosystem, for an exponential
growth of the region's tourism sector.

Testimonial
Team Côte d'Azur has enabled
us to benefit from
comprehensive support to
facilitate our establishment.
The support of Team Côte
d'Azur is an additional factor in
the success of our
establishment on the Côte
d'Azur.

Cédric Lopez,
Director France

Do you want to
set up on the Côte
d'Azur?
Do as
did, get in touch
with our experts
to benefit from
personalized
support!
investincotedazur.com
Team Côte d'Azur is an agency dedicated to the
prospection of French and foreign companies for the
economic development of the Côte d'Azur.

